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1 Introduction
In this paper we explore the connection between syntax and prosody, with an em-
pirical focus on Russian prepositions (PREP) and prefixes (PFX). These items are
largely homophonous and show a parallel set of phonologicalbehaviors in their in-
teractions with their prosodic host. We will use the generalterm P to cover both
categories, andP-COMPLEX for the structure containingP and its prosodic host.

(1) Prepositions
a. iz(o) rta

‘from mouth.GEN’
b. v(o) sne

‘in sleep.LOC’

(2) Prefixes
a. iz(o)ždalsja

‘got sick of waiting.MASC.PST’
b. ot(o)spal

‘to sleep (a certain amount).MASC.PST’

Because these elements are largely homophonous, analysts argue about the degree
to which they are phonologically and morphosyntactically identical (cf. Matushan-
sky 2002; Zubritskaya 1995; Gribanova 2009). Here we elaborate on observations
by Blumenfeld (2012), who demonstrated that there is variability in the application
of particular phonological processes within theP-COMPLEX — yer realization and
stress retraction. This variability is conditioned by numerous factors, and it is par-
tially affected by syntactic configurations which, in turn,map to distinct prosodic
structures. Our view is that the vocalization of the yer vowel (o) in (1) and (2) above
arises systematically from the interaction of both syntactic and lexical factors.

Following Blumenfeld (2012), we will argue below that apparent prosodic sim-
ilarity of PREPand PFX in fact masks a certain diversity. There are two types of
P-COMPLEXes, which differ in the type of attachment of the proclitic tothe host.
In some cases,P is adjoined to the prosodic word (ω) of the host; in other cases,
it forms a singleω with it. These two prosodic options exist for bothPREPand
PFX. Our task in this paper is the characterization of one of the syntactic conditions
that affects the choice between the two prosodic structures. In a nutshell, “reduced”
syntax maps to “reduced” prosody in bothPREPs andPFXs. Our account of this
effect relies Hankamer and Mikkelsen’s (2005)Extended Subset Principle, which
is a way of implementing Poser blocking (Poser, 1992) in Distributed Morphology
(DM).

The paper is organized as follows. In §2.1 we argue that two phonological
processes,yer realization and stress retraction, point to two prosodic types ofP-
COMPLEX in the case ofPREPs. We illustrate that these two prosodic types are syn-
tactically conditioned in §2.2. In §3 we provide an analysisof the syntax-prosody
mapping. In §4 we extend our account toPFXs.



2 Phonology of the prepositional P-complex
We focus on two phonological processes affecting theP-COMPLEX: yer realization
(YR) and stress retraction (SR). Both of these processes are domain-sensitive: the
vowel-zero alternation at the core ofYR is sensitive to the nature of the boundary
within the P-COMPLEX; the nature of that boundary is also evident in the behavior
of stress inSR. We demonstrate that similar syntactic restrictions are observed in
YR andSR. The branchingness ofP’s complement is relevant to both phonological
processes.YR andSR depend on the prosodic structure of theP-COMPLEX, which
depends on the syntactic context in whichP appears. We now take up these two
processes in turn.

2.1 Yer realization and stress retraction
Historical short vowels [̆u, ı̆] either delete or lower to [o, e] by Havlík’s Law
(Kiparsky, 1979), depositing synchronic alternations between [o, e] and∅ in both
the root and theP. Thus, consonant-finalPREP and PFX have vowel-final allo-
morphs: s(o) ‘with’; k(o) ‘to’; v(o) ‘in’; ot(o) ‘from side of’; iz(o) ‘from inside
of’; pod(o) ‘under’, etc. The effect of Havlík’s Law, the details of which need not
concern us here, can be seen in (3). In the basic case, the vowel in the P appears
whenever the vowel in the root does not surface.

(3) OLD RUSSIAN RUSSIAN
a. Roots r̆ut-ŭ rot ‘mouth.NOM/ACC’

rŭt-a rt-a ‘mouth.GEN’
b. PREPs vŭ rŭt-ŭ v rot ‘in mouth.ACC’

vŭ rŭt-ŭ vo rtu ‘in mouth.LOC’
c. PFXs pod̆u-ž̆ıg-l-ŭ pod-žog ‘kindled.MASC.PST’

pod̆u-ž̆ıg-l-a podo-žg-l-a ‘kindled.FEM.PST’

In PREP, YR is subject to a variety of lexical and phonotactic factors (cf. Steri-
opolo 2007; Blumenfeld 2012; Linzenet al.To appear). An alternation in the root
is not sufficent to triggerYR in P: some roots generally trigger it (4a), while others
generally do not (4b); the difference is phonologically unpredictable. Conversely,
(4c) shows examples whereYR in P is not accompanied by any alternation in the
root, triggered instead by cluster constraints. Steriopolo (2007) investigated the
phonotactic conditions onYR, which include constraints against certain word-initial
consonant sequences (*#ssC; *#vvC; *#svC), and sonority sequencing effects.

(4) a. son ‘sleep.NOM’ vo sne ‘in sleep.LOC’
denj ‘day.NOM’ ko dnju ‘to day.DAT ’
vesj ‘all. NOM’ so vsem ‘with all.INSTR’
rot ‘mouth.NOM’ izo rta ‘from mouth.GEN’

b. penj ‘tree.stump.NOM’ s pnja ‘from stump.GEN’
pjos ‘dog.NOM’ k psu ‘to dog.DAT ’
l jon ‘flax.NOM’ iz l jna ‘from flax.GEN’

c. so skorostj ju ‘with speed’ cf. skorostj ‘speed.NOM’
so svetom ‘with light’ cf. svet ‘light.NOM’
so vremenem ‘with time’ cf. vremja ‘time.NOM



Blumenfeld (2012) argued that theP-COMPLEX occurs in two kinds of prosodic
structures, differing in the closeness of theP to the following material, which he
calls ‘outer’ and ‘inner’P. The difference between them is illustrated below: in
(5a), theP is adjoined to the host, while in (5b) it is incorporated intothe host’sω.

(5) a. ω

σ

ω

σ

rtaiz
OUTER P
(only phonotactic
YR may apply)

b. ω

σ σ σ

rtaiz o
INNER P
(phonotactic/lexicalYR)

The structural difference between (5a) and (5b) can be harnessed to account for the
behavior ofYR and other processes. PhonotacticYR, as Blumenfeld (2012) argues,
applies to all structures meeting its conditions, whether they have the shape (5a) or
(5b). On the other hand, lexicalYR (i.e. YR not triggered by constraints like *#ssC)
only applies to structures like (5b), where theP is not adjoined to theω of its host
but forms a singleω with it.

More precisely, following Ito & Mester (2003) and Ito & Mester (2006), we as-
sume that prosodic domains allow certain types of adjunction. In particular,ω may
be contained in other instances ofω, and phonological processes may subcategorize
for maximal or minimal instances of a category, as defined below.

(6) a. CATmax: not dominated by any otherCAT of the same type
b. CATmin: not dominating any otherCAT of the same type

Blumenfeld (2012)’s claim can be summarized as follows: lexicalYR applies within
ωmin, while phonotacticYR applies within anyω. One of the consequences is that
phonotactic constraints override lexical ones: in environments whereYR is phono-
tactically obligatory, there are no exceptions.

An argument that it is the prosodic structure that determines the behavior of
YR is that YR is not the only process sensitive to the difference between the two
prosodic structures. Stress retraction (SR) is sensitive to the same difference. By
the Russian stress rule, the leftmost underlying stress is realized on the surface,
modulo complications which need not concern us here. If all morphemes are lexi-
cally unaccented, the leftmost syllable bears stress (Kiparsky & Halle, 1977). His-
torically, PREPs are proclitics. Thus, when combined with unaccented nouns, they
bear stress, giving the appearance of “retraction” of stress onto thePREP. Zalizn-
jak (1989) documents the gradual loss of this retraction in the synchronic grammar
between the 12th and 16th centuries. The synchronic situation is highly lexical and
variable (Ukiah 1998), as illustrated by the following examples.



(7) WITHOUT SR

a. za górod
‘for a city’

b. za górodom
‘behind the city’

c. pod góru
‘under the hill’

d. do smérti
‘until death’

(8) WITH SR

a. zá gorod
‘to the countryside’

b. zá gorodom
‘in the countryside’

c. pód goru
‘downhill’

d. dó smerti
‘extremely’

Blumenfeld (2012) argues that the same structural difference between prosodic ad-
junction (5a) and prosodic incorporation (5b) that underlies the behavior ofYR is
also responsible for the (non-)application ofSR. Just like lexicalYR, SR applies
only within ωmin. The central argument in favor of the same prosodic structure
being responsible for bothYR and SR is that the two phonological processes are
subject to the same syntactic restrictions. Thus, the syntax affects the choice be-
tween (5a) and (5b), and the phonology follows straightforwardly. We take up this
argument in the following section.

2.2 Syntactic effects on YR and SR
The default outcome for aP-COMPLEX is the adjunction structure (5a); for the
incorporation structure (5b), special circumstances musthold. Several such con-
ditions were mentioned by Blumenfeld (2012); here we expand on one syntactic
effect stated in (9), and provide an account of it in the following section.1

(9) P’s syntactic sister must be non-branching.

Consider the following data in support of (9). The examples in(10a) show
obligatoryYR in monoconsonantal prepositions before forms of the 1SG pronoun.
In examples (10b)-(10e), the same sequences fail to undergoYR because the pro-
noun is not theP’s complement.

(10) a. k*(o) mne ‘to me’
v*(o) mne ‘in me’
s*(o) mnoj ‘with me’

b. k(*o)
to

mne
I.DAT

neizvestnomu
unknown.DAT

čeloveku
person.DAT

‘to a person unknown to me’
c. v(*o)

in
mne
I.DAT

neizvestom
unkown.LOC

gorode
city.LOC

‘in a city unknown to me’

1This condition is necessary, but not sufficient to produce (5b); as mentioned above and in Blu-
menfeld (2012), there are lexical and other syntactic restrictions that are probably independent of
(9).



d. s(*o)
with

mnoj
me.iNST

interesujuš̌cimsja
taking-interest.INST

čelovekom
person.INST

‘with a person who takes interest in me’
e. posle

after
“Emblematiki”,
Emblematics

nesoveršennogo
imperfect

skolka
replica

k
to

mne
I.DAT

jasnoj
clear.DAT

teorii
theory.DAT

‘after Emblematics, an imperfect replica of a theory that was clear to
me’ (A. Bely, “Why I became a Symbolist”) (RNC)

The non-branchingness of the complement can be observed under the following
circumstances. ThePREPmust occur before CVC nouns that have ayer (i.e. CVC-
alternates with CC-), and the sequence must not be subject to overriding phonotactic
YR. The lexicalYR must be sufficiently frequent for the claim to be testable, which
excludes a handful of nouns such aspjos ‘dog’, šov ‘seam’). The following three
items meet these conditions:son ‘dream’, zlo ‘evil’, and dno ‘bottom’. Data was
collected from the Russian National Corpus (RNC), limited to works created after
1900.

One way in which the complement ofP may be branching involves adjectival
modification (10); another way involves the noun inside theP-COMPLEX taking a
complement. Since these complements are often genitive, weuse nouns followed
by genitives as a proxy measure for branchingness below.

not followed byGEN followed byGEN

v sne.SG 15 27
vo sne.SG 4583 334

χ2 = 195.5;p < 0.0001

Figure 1: v(o) sne‘in sleep/dream’

Of the 15 examples ofv snenot followed by genitive, 10 are in fact not problematic:
4 involve quoted material (v “Sne ob oseni”, in “The dream about autumn”); in 3
cases, the prepositionv is selected by lexical items likenuždatjsja ‘need’, in which
caseYR regularly does not apply (Blumenfeld, 2012). In the following 3 cases, the
complement ofv is actually branching:

(11) a. kak
as

v
in

sne
dream

košmarnom
nightmarish

‘as in a nightmarish dream’
b. v

in
sne
sleep

do
until

odurenija
nausea

‘in sleeping ad nauseam’
c. v

in
sne
sleep

posle
after

pira
feast

‘in sleeping after feast’



The following figures show that the same tendencies are observed withdno‘bottom’
andzlo ‘anger/evil’. In each case, in the configurations where the complement is
not followed by a genitive noun, the variant withYR is more frequent, and the
difference is statistically significant.

not followed by genitive followed by genitive
k dnu 6 17
ko dnu 272 54

Fisher’s exact:p < 0.0001

Figure 2: k(o) dnu ‘toward the bottom’

not followed by genitive followed by genitive
v zle 22 5
vo zle 109 4

Fisher’s exact:p < 0.014

Figure 3: v(o) zle ‘in anger’ (branchingness determined by inspecting all examples)

A note on the variable nature of the data is in order here. Two complicating
factors are that (a) the syntactic effect discussed here is not the only one determin-
ing the surface forms in question, and that (b) most of the effects are variable. This
is responsible for the non-absolute numbers found the the tables above and below.
Regarding (a), see Blumenfeld (2012) for a fuller discussion of other effects. Re-
garding (b), the variability is located both in the lexicalYR — for example, there are
lexical minimal pairs such asvo množestve‘in many’ vs. v množestve‘in a math-
ematical set’ — as well as in phonotacticYR where some constraints are close to
inviolable, such as *#ssC, while others reflect statistical tendencies, such as sonor-
ity sequencing (see Blumenfeld (2012) and Linzenet al. (To appear) for a fuller
discussion). Given that our analysis involves two mappings— one from syntax to
the prosodic structures in (5), and the other from those structures to the realization
of forms with and withoutYR andSR— a natural question is whether the variability
is located at either of those steps, or at both. We leave the full investigation of this
question for another day, noting that the data are at least suggestive that once the
structures in (5) are established, the phonological realization itself is not variable.
This is demonstrated by the ungrammaticality of the sentences in (10): the branch-
ing syntactic structure is incompatible withYR. Once again, fuller argumentation
for this position is left for future work.

Returning now to testing the relationship between the presence of YR and the
branchingness of the preposition’s complement, an additional prediction of the
claim is that there should be no lexicalYR with adjectives. This is borne out nearly
categorically by theRNC, as the following table illustrates. Here we compare the be-
havior of the nounzlo ‘evil’ with the adjectivezloj ‘evil’, and find a near-categorical
effect: there is noYR with the adjective.

The pattern withSR is similar. The triggering (pro)nominal must be the syntac-
tic complement of thePREP. This complement should not be branching (no other
complements, adjuncts). Again, these conditions are necessary but not sufficient



N Adj
(v|k) zl- 145 203
(v|k)o zl- 272 1

Figure 4: Lexical YR with PREPs followed by an adjective vs. a noun
for SR to apply. Data from the accented subcorpus of theRNC reveals that there
is a small but highly significant effect of branchingness (proxied by a following
genitive) on the accented status of the prepositionsna ‘on’, iz ‘from’, po ‘on’, and
do ‘until’. Once again, the forms withSR are significantly more frequent when the
complement noun is not followed by a genitive.

not followed by genitive followed by genitive
ná N 19704 3575
na N 67320 14602

χ2 = 77;p < 0.0001

Figure 5: ná N vs. na N ‘on N’

not followed by genitive followed by genitive
íz N 3144 876
iz N 14400 5657

χ2 = 69.3;p < 0.0001

Figure 6: íz N vs. iz N ‘out of/from N’

not followed by genitive followed by genitive
pó N 6225 1070
po N 18964 4678

χ2 = 96.2;p < 0.0001

Figure 7: pó N vs. po N ‘along N’

not followed by genitive followed by genitive
dó N 2629 402
do N 9044 1711

χ2 = 12.6;p < 0.0005

Figure 8: dó N vs. do N ‘until N’

2.3 Summary
Summarizing the phonological claim, there are two prosodicstructures instantiated
by theP-COMPLEX, repeated below: a structure with adjunction of theP to the host
(12a), and a structure without adjunction (12b).



(12) a. ω

σ

ω

σ

rtaiz
(phonotacticYR may apply)

b. ω

σ σ σ

rtaiz o
(phonotactic/lexicalYR, SR)

The two phonological processes of interest, lexicalYR and SR, subcategorize
to apply withinωmin. PhonotacticYR may also apply withinωmax. The choice
between (12a) and (12b) depends at least in part on syntax. Full structures like (13)
and (13b) map to the full prosodic structure with adjunction(12a). The reduced
syntax in (13c) maps to reduced prosody (12b).

(13) a. PP

P NP

AP NP
maps to (12a)

b. PP

P NP

N PP/XP
maps to (12a)

c. PP

P NP/N

maps to (12b)

We take up the nature of this mapping in the following section.

3 Mapping from syntax to prosody
The primary observation we are interested in capturing is that the choice of prosodic
structure forPREP P-COMPLEXes is partially conditioned byP’s syntactic environ-
ment. In particular,P’s complement must not be branching — i.e., it must not itself
contain adjuncts or complements. Our strategy in accounting for this correspon-
dence comes from Hankamer & Mikkelsen (2005), whoseDM analysis of the form
of the Danish definiteness marker keys in on this very distinction. In particular, we
will leverage two crucial ideas: first, the Bare Phrase Structure notion that a projec-
tion (like the one in (13c)) can be simultaneously minimal and maximal (Chomsky,
1994), and second, theExtended Subset Principle, which allows syntactic environ-
ment to be taken into account in the process of translating between morphosyntactic
terminals and their exponents.

3.1 Hankamer and Mikkelsen 2005
Hankamer & Mikkelsen (2005) analyze the distribution of thetwo realizations of
the Danish definiteness marker (14,15).2

2There are complexities in the data which we do not address here for reasons of space and
because they are not directly relevant to our analysis. For example, -en is lexically blocked in
combination with a certain class of common gender complex Danish nouns (CG -ende).



(14) a. hest-en
horse-DEF

‘the horse’
b. * den

the
hest
horse

c. dén
that

hest
horse

‘that horse’

(15) a. * gamle
old

hest-en
horse-DEF

b. * den
the

gamle
old

hest-en
horse-DEF

c. den
the

gamle
old

hest
horse

‘the old horse’

The distribution of Danishdenvs. -enbears a resemblance to that of the two classes
of RussianPREP. In both cases, these are exponents of the same morphosyntactic
head (Danish D, Russian P). And in both cases, the choice of exponent depends on
syntactic configuration; the suffixal form appears with barenouns (16), while the
full word form appears in more complex syntactic environments containing adjec-
tival modifiers.

(16) DP

D
[def]
[sg]
[cg]

N
[cg]
[...]
[...]

DM is a late insertion theory: phonological exponents are assigned to mor-
phosyntactic feature sets based on the output of a syntacticderivation. In this pro-
cess (Vocabulary Insertion) the most highly featurally specified Vocabulary Item
whose identifying features are a subset of the features of the terminal node is in-
serted at that terminal node (Halle & Marantz, 1993). Since Danishdenand -en
realize the same feature bundle [D, def, sg, cg], the Vocabulary list contains two
entries.

(17) a. -en↔ [D, def, sg, cg]if sister to a minimal Nthat contains the features
[sg] and [cg].3

b. den↔ [D, def, sg, cg] elsewhere.

(17a) references a particular syntactic context — that of aminimal N. Hankamer &
Mikkelsen (2005) intend this to be a reference to a “reduced”structure: a nominal
projection that contains no maximal projections. In bare phrase structure terms, this
translates to a structure which is simultaneously minimal,containing only the lexi-
cal item that projects the label, and maximal, because it serves as the complement
to another head (Hankamer & Mikkelsen, 2005, 104, fn. 25).

Both -en anddenrealize the same set of features, but one is better suited to a
particular syntactic context. To capture this, we need an extended version of the
Subset Principle:

3. . . and whose exponent is not a CG-endenoun: besøgende, døende, forbipasserende, forret-
ningsdrivende, henseende, logerende, medvirkende, n+stkommanderende, parrendre, rejsende, stud-
erende, udenforstænde, vagthavende. . .



(18) Extended Subset Principle
The phonological exponent of a Vocabulary item is inserted into a mor-
pheme in the terminal string if the item matches all or a subset of the fea-
tures specified in the terminal morpheme. Insertion does nottake place if
the Vocabulary item contains features not present in the morpheme. Where
several Vocabulary items meet the conditions for insertion, the item match-
ing the greatest number of features specified in the terminalmorpheme must
be chosen.If two or moreVocabulary itemscontain thesamefeaturesbut
differ in contextual specification sothatthecontextual specification of one
item is a subsetof thecontextual specification of another,theitem with the
morerestrictedcontextual specification mustbechosen.

This extension has the effect that -enwill be inserted in the more restricted context,
i.e. the context of aminimal N. DPs with adjectival modifiers (15) do not fit the
syntactic environment for -en insertion, so the the elsewhere form (den) obtains.

3.2 Mapping for prepositional P-complexes
The proposal described just above can be extended seamlessly to the Russian cases
of interest in this paper. Although the two classes of RussianPREPs are homophonous,
in most other senses they behave just like the two forms of theDanish definite
article: RussianPREPs come in two classes, one prosodically more incorporated
(19b,20b) than the other (19a,20a). Just as with Danish, thechoice of form is deter-
mined by appearance in a specific syntactic context.4

(19) a. ω

σ

ω

σ

rtaiz
(‘from the mouth’; noYR)

b. ω

σ σ σ

rtaiz o
(‘from the mouth’;YR)

4A difference between the two cases is that the mapping in Danish is categorically conditioned by
morphosyntactic factors, whereas in Russian, as Blumenfeld (2012) has demonstrated, other factors
contribute to a more mixed result.



(20) a. ω

σ

ω

σσ

muzina
(‘for winter’, no SR)

b. ω

σ σ σ

munázi
(‘for winter’, SR)

The two sets ofPREPs realize the same morphosyntactic features,5 and will
therefore be in competition for insertion. Although the phonemic representation of
the relevantPREPs is identical, their prosodic behavior is not; we capture this via
the DM Vocabulary Insertion rule in (21), in which one of the exponents will be
more prosodically dependent than the other (represented bythe dash).

(21) a. iz(o)–↔ [P] if sister to a minimal N.
b. iz(o)↔ [P] elsewhere.

(22) a. na–↔ [P] if sister to a minimal N.
b. na↔ [P] elsewhere.

By theExtended Subset Principle, the condition in (21a,22a) is more specific, which
will have the consequence that the smaller prosodic structure (19b,20b) will result
from syntactic structures in which aminimal N is found. This, in turn, may result
in the application ofYR or SR inside theP-COMPLEX in reduced syntactic configu-
rations.

4 Prefixes
The account extends naturally to the phonological behaviorof verbal prefixes (PFX),
which come in the same two prosodic flavors asPREP. This prosodic difference
between “inner” and “outer”PFX correlates with the distinction between lexical
(LP) and superlexical (SLP) prefixes.

The two morphosyntactic classes of prefixes,LP andSLP, are both perfectiviz-
ing. There are morphosyntactic distinctions between two classes (aspect, argument
structure), but they are often homophonous.6 When combined with a particular
stem,LPs result in idiosyncratic, spatial or resultative meanings, do not stack in
prefix stacking, and can change the root’s argument structure. In contrast,SLPs
contribute predictable, adverbial or quantificational meanings, do not change the
argument structure of the verb, and participate in prefix stacking, attaching in such
cases outsideLPs.

The phonological claim is thatSR and lexicalYR apply only withLP.

5Some of the complexes in whichSR has applied involve slightly more idiomatic interpretations
(8) than their non-SR counterparts (7). We take this to be the consequence of the interplay between
specific syntactic environments and semantic interpretation, i.e. not lexically encoded in thePREP.

6See Svenonius 2004a,b, Isačenko 1960, Babko-Malaya 2003, Tatevosov 2008,inter alia, for
extensive discussion of the properties of the two groups.



(23) OuterP: SLP
ω

σ

ω

σ σ σ

nyjdanpróras
(‘sold out’, SR in LP but notSLP)

(24) InnerP: LP
ω

σ σ σ

nyjpró dan
(‘sold’, SR in LP)

4.1 Phonological evidence
The effect of the morphosyntax ofPFX on SR can be readily observed in the fol-
lowing past passive participle forms (cf. Ostrogorskaja-Jakšǐc 1987). Because only
SLPs stack, if there is more than onePFX, only the most inner one will be aLP. The
behavior ofSR in (25) vs. (26) shows that theωmin domain extends only toLP; SLP
are prosodically adjoined toω.

(25) a. pó-zvannyj ‘called’ LP-stem
b. ná-njatyj ‘hired’
c. pró-dannyj ‘sold’
d. pére-dannyj ‘transferred’
e. dó-pityj ‘drunk up’

(26) a. pod-ná-njatyj ‘hired in addition to’ SLP-LP-stem
b. ras-pró-dannyj ‘sold out’
c. za-pró-dannyj ‘sold in advance’
d. pere-pró-dannyj ‘sold a second time’
e. ne-dó-pityj ‘not drunk up’

As for YR, the phonological distinction betweenLPs andSLPs is more difficult to
observe, but the data are suggestive in the right direction.One clear characteristic of
YR with LPs is that it is generally not variable (unlike the more intricately patterned
YR with ‘inner’ prepositions). MostLP-stem combinations are fixed.

Russian has a smaller inventory ofSLPs compared to other Slavic languages. Of
the availableSLPs, onlyot- andiz- are consonant-final, making them eligible forYR
in the first place. Based on the evidence we have available to us(from the Google
corpus),YR in theSLP P-COMPLEX is variable, suggesting that we are dealing here
with ‘outer’ prefixes.

(27) a. Ja
I

svoi
self’s

tri
three

s
with

polovinoj
half

žizni
lives

uže
already

ot-spal.
SLP-sleep.PST.M

‘I have already slept my three and a half lives.’
b. Deti

children
uže
already

pol
half

dnevnogo
day

sna
sleep

ot-spali.
SLP-sleep.PST.PL

‘The children slept half of their daily measure of sleep.’



c. Ja
I

uže
already

vesj iz-ždalsja.
all SLP-wait.PST.REFL.M

‘I am sick and tired of waiting.’

(28) a. Na
on

prirode
nature

v
in

palatke
tent

uže
already

svoe
self’s

oto-spal.
SLP-sleep.PST.M

‘I’ve slept my share in the tent out in nature.’
b. Ja

I
v
in

armii
army

uže
already

svoe
self’s

oto-spal.
SLP-sleep.PST.M

‘I’ve already slept my share in the army.’
c. Tebja

you
ja
I

izo-ždalsja
SLP-wait.PST.REFL.M

v pux i prax!
completely

‘I am completely sick and tired of waiting for you!’

4.2 Mapping from syntax to prosodic structure
It turns out that the same syntactic conditions that govern the distribution of the two
classes ofPREPs also govern the distribution of the two classes ofPFXes. Our pro-
posal is based on head-moved structures developed for the Russian verbal complex
by Gribanova (2010, 2013).7

(29)
TP

T AspP

Asp
SLP

vP

v RootP

LP Root

⇒

(30)
TP

T AspP

Asp . . .

Asp
SLP

v
LP Root

When linearized, (30) will have the order in (31):

(31) [SLP [[ LP root] v]]

The Vocabulary Items in (32) are directly parallel to those we find in the section
on PREPs (§3), except that the categories of theP and its complement are different.

(32) a. ot(o)– ↔ [P] if sister to a minimal X.8

b. ot(o)↔ [P] elsewhere.

A natural consequence of this analysis is thatLP, which map to the prosodically
reduced structure, will only ever have one complement (the root), which is non-
branching. This contrasts withSLP, which take branching complements and which

7See Babko-Malaya 2003, Fowler 1994, Svenonius 2004a for similar proposals, with variations
that do not concern us here.

8Here, too, we assume thatLP andSLPare composed of the same morphosyntactic features, with
any differences in their behavior to be derived from differences in syntactic configuration.



we therefore expect to map to the recursive prosodic structure. What this predicts
for the phonology, again taking into account theExtended Subset Principle, is that
SR andYR will apply in P-COMPLEXs with LPs; for SLP, SR will not apply, andYR
will apply variably. On the whole, this demonstrates that the syntactic configuration
that maps to a reduced prosodic structure is meaningful for syntax-prosody mapping
both in the nominaland in the verbal domain.

5 Conclusion
Pulling together the observations from the domain of bothPFX andPREP, the strik-
ing observation is that both groups exhibit different phonological behaviors, which
can be traced back to distinct prosodic structures and, in turn, to distinct syntactic
configurations. Two pieces of the analysis emerge as particularly striking: first,
Hankamer and Mikkelsen’s (2005) approach (in particular, their notionsister of a
minimal X) has emerged as directly applicable to the Russian data described here.
Second, the same mapping mechanism appears to be required both for PFX in the
verbal domain andPREPin the nominal domain. Both observations suggest a much
broader range of applicability for these tools.
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